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 Have you ever seen the television series on the History channel called “Alone”? The series just 

finished its second season. In that season ten people: 7 men and 3 women were placed on Vancouver 

Island at a site each one had randomly chosen.  They were located several miles away from each other 

and had no knowledge of the whereabouts of the others, so they were alone.  Each person had 10 items 

they chose to take with them; no firearms were permitted. They had to provide shelter, food, and deal 

with all kinds of weather and potential predators. And in the process of all of this, each participant had 

to video record their experience.  There were no camera crews, no other person.  They were alone. The 

person who endured the longest won $500,000.  

 The first season the winner lasted 57 days; the second season that just finished the winner lasted 

67 days. As the viewing audience tuned in each week, the hour long show consisted of short segments of 

what each participant has experienced and videoed at the site where they were sheltered and alone.  

Each participant was equipped with a radio that they could signal and be immediately evacuated if they 

were injured, became sick, or when they decided to quit or “tap out.” This past season one person 

“tapped out” within three hours after being overcome with fear from an encounter with a bear, which 

then led him to begin imagining bears behind every tree and bush.  

 It’s fascinating how the participants built shelters, set up gill nets, or made fishing poles to catch 

fish. Several were quite knowledgeable about what plants that could be eaten. Many survived on 

limpets and snails, and even mice. Several of them found and utilized items that washed up on the 

shore. One person built a kayak; another created a camp kitchen, a game board, and a contraption that 

poured water hands free. Last season a participant made a musical instrument, like a mandolin. It had 

just two strings, and he ended up singing all kinds of two-note songs about his experience.  

 But without a doubt, the most challenging aspect of the whole experience is the emotional and 

psychological impact of being alone—spouses are missed, children are missed. The past is re-visited. On 

several occasions participants voiced the simple yet telling desire for a hug—for human contact and 

relationship.  

 In so many ways the show confirms the declaration of the Creator God who said: It is not good 

that the man should be alone… (Gen 2:18). We are communal beings. Even though there are some of 

us—and I include myself here, who have tested to being more introverted—needing and preferring 

alone and quiet time and space, people are nevertheless, basically, generally communal beings. We 

need and live better with and in relationships.    

 We continue this morning to unpack the contents of our congregation’s new mission statement. 

Will you read it with me, as it’s printed in the bulletin:  The congregation of the Oreland Evangelical 

Presbyterian Church exits and serve Jesus, to exalt God, explain the faith, experience life together in our 

neighborhoods, and extend God’s mission. This morning we consider that third “E” phrase: Experience 

life together in our neighborhoods. 

 If there are any people—any organization or group, that God intends to be among the chief 

exhibitors of the community God intended for His creation, it is the Lord’s Church. One person said it 

this way:  “We cannot find real fulfilment in life unless our community life is meaningful.  The time is ripe 

for Christians to present to the world a community that it radically different from the existing social 
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structures of society.  Churches however seem to be aping the prevailing structures in society instead of 

challenging them.” (NIV Application Commentary) 

 It is from the first summary statement in the NT book of Acts, about the character of the early 

Christian Church, that this particular aspect of our congregation’s mission comes. From Acts chapter 2 at 

verse 44, focus with me on the description of the community life of the church: VS44: And all who 

believed were together and had all things in common. And they were selling their possessions and 

belongings and distributing the proceeds to all, as any had need.  And day by day, attending the temple 

together AND breaking bread in their homes, they received their food with glad and generous hearts, 

praising God and having favor with all the people. And the Lord added to their number day by day those 

who were being saved.  

 Notice in these few summary verses about the early Christian church the absence of any 

reference to any single individual. There is no mention of Peter or his role at Pentecost even though it 

was quite significant for the church. There is no mention of any particular person of the Old or the New 

Testament like there was in the opening chapters of Acts as the disciples of Jesus sought to understand 

what was next after Jesus returned to heaven and the Holy Spirit came. The emphasis here is on 

“they”—not individuals, but “they”—All who believed in Jesus.  

 We learn that “they” “were together and had all things in common.”  This phrase means to 

describe a unity and community that characterized the Lord’s people. Understand that this is not 

communal living—this is not communism. The early church did not practice a mandatory communalism 

of property, because a little later we read how they broke break together in their homes. They would 

not have had homes if everything they owned had to be given up. John MacArthur notes that Christians 

did not live in communes or pool and redistribute everything equally, but they held their possessions 

lightly, ready to use them for others at any moment as the need arose. In others words, there was a 

corporate generosity that was willingly and freely practiced by Christians together, applying their 

physical and material means toward human need.  

 It seems for believers of the Lord’s church today experiencing life together like that of the early 

church is among the traits of the Lord’s people most challenging. Church folk are often content to do the 

main Sunday worship event, and that’s enough. But listen again to the description of believers of the 

Lord’s Church: VS47 – And day by day, attending the temple together and breaking bread in their homes, 

they received their food with glad and generous hearts, praising God and having favor with all the 

people. 

 Now before we unpack this a bit, there is a general observation that needs to be made. Often it 

seems, when we consider descriptions of early Christian Church practice like this, that our first response 

is to conclude that what is said here is just not practical to do because times have changed, and 

Christians today cannot possibly do what Christians back then did. For example we can’t be in the 

temple day by day; we can’t meet in our homes day by day. We can’t be sitting around praising God and 

concerned about what our neighbors think about us, because, well, everybody has jobs to do and their 

own lives to live. And so, many of the NT distinctions have been ignored as regards our being the church, 
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and instead the church today is sadly aping the prevailing structures in society instead of challenging 

them.  

 Beloved, what we have in this text from Holy Scripture is a description, not a prescription. In 

others words, it is not behavior that is to be exactly copied by us, but it does mean to stir us to evaluate 

how it is that we, as God’s people, saved in Christ Jesus and marked as His people, are to attend to being 

His people everywhere, all the time—experiencing life together in our neighborhoods.  

 So, it may not be that we attend temple every day, but do our neighbors see in our lives the 

priority we give to regular, consistent worship of God, both individually and together?  Do our 

neighbors/ does the world see Christians doing life together—being together, caring together, serving 

one another together, encouraging one another together, getting through the difficulties of life 

together, working for good together? 

 It is a rather obvious and delightful thing that according to the scripture, NT Christians actually 

enjoyed “breaking bread together.”  In other words they enjoyed a good meal together, with glad and 

generous hearts the text says. As a matter of fact our Lord Jesus did a lot of ministry in the context of 

eating with people.  

 One person makes the observation that “probably the church in Peter’s day would not know our 

distinction between the church merely breaking bread and the church breaking bread as a sacramental 

activity.  In good Jewish fashion, when the blessing is said at the table, the table becomes a holy place 

and eating together is a sacred activity.  Perhaps every meal anticipates the Messianic banquet to come. 

(Willimon, Interpretation Commentary) 

 So, the meal was an important life and ministry context for the early church, but the meal was 

not the main thing. The main thing at the meal was being together—sharing life together: the blessings, 

the struggles, the heartaches, loss, joy, births, death, weddings, graduations, careers, retirement—and 

continually doing this around the name and Gospel-story of Jesus! One person said it this way: the key to 

hospitality is not our performance as housekeepers and cooks, but an openhearted fellowship that 

makes people feel welcomed and wanted. Do you know how many people in the world today—in our 

neighborhoods, who are nearly dying to feel welcomed and wanted?  And you Christian; you the church 

are by God meant to be specialists at this very thing called community, not imitating the world, not 

being over-committed and too busy, but challenging the world, making the time, the priority, the 

space—attending worship together, breaking bread in our homes, receiving food with glad and generous 

hearts, praising God and having favor with all the people. This is what it means for a congregation of the 

Lord’s Church to experience life together in our neighborhoods.  

 Do you realize an unbeliever will more readily come to your house then they will come first to a 

church for an event? A new believer will more likely learn the place and importance of the Bible through 

fellowship with you, or with a group in your house, or with a few Christian friends at a coffee shop, than 

they will from a formal sermon or Sunday School class.  In the time of the early church, houses were key 

centers for fellowship and worship, evangelism and mission. It’s time and it’s necessary that they 

become so again! Back then the impact of this on people outside the church was “favorable.”  Did you 

catch that in the scripture we read: (all the believers) received their food with glad and generous hearts, 
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praising God and having favor with all the people.  And to think, the church folk were GLAD about this—

it was actually enjoyable, even fun! 

 So again, here’s what characterized church folk: regularly attending temple together, regularly 

breaking bread together in their homes, receiving their food with glad and generous hearts—it’s 

amazing, by the way, how good food and fellowship touches your money—praising God and having 

favor with all the people. This is what being and doing church looks like, not as a Sunday event, but as a 

24/7/365 lifestyle, which is why we have stated it as part of our mission: to experience life together in 

our neighborhoods—being church, being the Lord’s people, in the way God’s word describes, right 

where Christians and members of OEPC live.  

 And then, this is what the Lord God did and still does: VS47b – And the Lord added to their 

number day by day those who were being saved. It is in the Lord’s providence and purpose to grow His 

people. Or, as John MacArthur said it: Salvation is God’s sovereign work. God adds to His Church, as His 

Church is the community God called them to be, out there, where they live, day by day.  

 So, what might it look like to experience life together in your neighborhood? Well, first thing, 

don’t go at it on your own. Remember: and all who believed were together and had all things in 

common… Who else of your brothers and sisters at OEPC live close to you? How and when could you 

come together to break bread, to receive food with glad and generous hearts, praising God and having 

favor with all the people?  How could you be generous with what you have as regards the needs in your 

neighborhood? Not just with your money but with your hands, your presence, your life.  Remember 

Zacchaeus? Amazing generosity spilled out from his life, not because he produced it, not because he was 

forced to give it, but because Jesus came to him and to his house.  How could you cultivate the favor of 

all the people? A block party, for funds for a neighbor fighting a disease? Sponsor a walk for hunger?  

Repair a local playground? Provide school supplies for needy children? 

 The time is ripe for Christians to present to the world a community that is radically different from 

the existing social structures of society. Lord knows it is sorely needed! There is such a community; the 

church is that community in Christ Jesus. So let’s live it out in our neighborhoods! Thanks be to God, and 

to God be the glory.  Amen! 

 

 


